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Non-Stationary Two-Dimensional
Subband Transformer Filters
Vladimir Čeperković and Milan Prokin, Member, IEEE

Abstract — State-of-the-art two-dimensional subband
transformation based compression methods typically require
large memory size and memory bus bandwidth. This paper
discloses a novel method for reducing both shortcomings, and
even provides compression or decompression from the cache
memory. This solution can be implemented either in software
or hardware or their combination, as a front stage in either
lossless or lossy image encoder or a back stage in either
lossless or lossy image decoder.
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I. INTRODUCTION
UBBAND transformation coefficients are typically
computed by first filtering and downsampling
uncompressed input pixels and then subsequently filtering
and downsampling resulted intermediate transformation
coefficients with a set of lowpass and highpass filters.
Each subband is separately coded with a bit rate that
matches the importance of the subband. This leads to
pleasing image reconstruction and minimization of
compression artifacts.
The concept of subband transformation was first utilized
in speech coding [1]. Other various perfect reconstruction
filter banks for one-dimensional (1D) subband
transformation were presented in [2]-[5].
1D subband transformation theory was extended to twodimensional (2D) case in [6]-[10].
Subband filters typically support two filtering modes: a
convolution mode and a lifting mode. In either mode, an
input image should be first periodically extended on all
input image boundaries for a half-length of the filter, or
the filter itself should be modified at input image
boundaries. Convolution-based filters perform a series of
multiplica-tions and additions between low-pass and highpass filter coefficients and extended 2D pixels forming a
window matrix in case of non-orthogonal filters, or
separate horizontal and vertical processing, in case of
orthogonal filters. Lifting-based filtering consists of a
sequence of alternative updating of pixels with odd
indexes with a weighted sum of pixels with even indexes,
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and updating of pixels with even indexes with a weighted
sum of pixels with odd indexes [11]-[17].
Low-memory subband implementations can also be
based on the combination of a fractional wavelet filter
[18]-[19] with a low memory image coding system [20],
providing a trade-off between smaller RAM size,
significantly bigger flash memory size and several times
higher number of computations.
II. SUBBAND TRANSFORMER
Fig. 1 is a block diagram of state-of-the-art twodimensional encoder, with N  3 levels of direct twodimensional (D2D) subband transformers (D2DST).
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Fig. 1. State-of-the-art two-dimensional encoder.
Uncompressed input pixels are received by the first
D2DST, which is applying two separate direct onedimensional subband transformations (D1DST), first
horizontally along the rows and then vertically along the
columns. The results of a single-level D2DST are four
subbands: LL, LH, HL and HH.
The subband LL corresponds to the low-pass filtering of
input pixels and downsampling by two along the rows and
the low-pass filtering and downsampling by two along the
columns, and simultaneously contains downsampled low
frequency horizontal information and downsampled low
frequency vertical information.
The subband LH corresponds to the low-pass filtering
of input pixels and downsampling by two along the rows
and the high-pass filtering and downsampling by two
along the columns, and simultaneously contains
downsampled low frequency horizontal information and
downsampled high frequency vertical information, i.e.
horizontal edge information.
The subband HL corresponds to the high-pass filtering
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of input pixels and downsampling by two along the rows
and the low-pass filtering and downsampling by two along
the columns, and simultaneously contains downsampled
high frequency horizontal information, i.e. vertical edge
information and downsampled low frequency vertical
information.
The subband HH corresponds to the high-pass filtering
of input pixels and downsampling by two along the rows
and the high-pass filtering and downsampling by two
along the columns, and simultaneously contains
downsampled high frequency horizontal information and
downsampled high frequency vertical information, i.e.
diagonal edge information.
State-of-the-art multi-level D2DST is applying singlelevel D2DST onto an uncompressed input image in the
level 0, and then subsequently performing single-level
D2DST onto the subband LLi, produced as a result of
previous single-level D2DST. Level 0 subbands LL0, LH0,
HL0 and HH0 are produced by applying D2DST onto the
original image. Level 1 subbands LL1, LH1, HL1 and HH1
are produced by applying D2DST onto the subband LL0.
Level 2 subbands LL2, LH2, HL2 and HH2 are produced by
applying D2DST onto the subband LL1, etc.
After horizontal D1DST filtering is finished in the level
0, the complete line of transformation coefficients is stored
in the memory of size W per each line, wherein W is the
width of the image, i.e. the number of pixels within each
line. The width of the subband image is reduced by two at
each new D2DST level. Therefore, each subband LLi+1 at
D2DST level i+1 requires memory for half of the lines of
the previous subband LLi at D2DST level i.
State-of-the-art encoders can implement D2DST using
finite impulse response (FIR) filters with odd filter length
L  2  D  1 for convolution filtering using symmetric
extension of uncompressed input pixels at input image
boundaries. Uncompressed input pixels are periodically
received with the period TP . The total number of received
horizontal pixels is L  D  1  D , due to image extension
after delay of D  TP , so the first D2DST filter starts
generation of transformation coefficients for LL0, LH0,
HL0 and HH0 subbands using 2  TP period, due to
downsampling by two.
However, linear phase FIR filters require a long
processing time and significant memory size. These
drawbacks can be eliminated by various lifting filters or a
novel type of computationally efficient non-stationary
filters, which will be described in the next Section. The
memory required for filtering depends on D and the size
of stored transformation coefficients according to Table 2,
wherein filtering memory size F is provided in Table 1,
showing that non-stationary filters require minimum F.
The order of the generation of subband transformation
coefficients by the direct subband transformer is almost
the opposite to the order expected by the inverse subband
transformer, thus requiring additional synchronization
memories z kD in order to compensate different delays at
each D2DST level in both the encoder and the decoder.
The total synchronization memory size is usually equally
split between the encoder and the decoder, using delay
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lines z  D , z 2D , etc. However, it is possible to assign the
complete synchronization memory to the encoder only or
to the decoder only, depending on a particular application.
Further description will be devoted only to the
symmetrical synchronization memory of equal size in the
encoder and the decoder.
TABLE 1: FILTERING MEMORY SIZE F.

2DST level

Filtering memory size F
2  D 1
D2
D 1
D

Convolution
Lifting [13]
Lifting [11]-[12]
Non-stationary filters

TABLE 2: FILTERING MEMORY SIZE PER 2DST LEVEL.

2DST level
0
1
2

Filtering memory size per 2DST level
F W
F W
2
F W
4
F W

i

2i

F W

N 1

2 N 1
N 1

All levels

 F2 W  2  F  W  1  21 
i 0



i



N

All D2DST outputs produce transformation coefficients,
which can be quantized into quantized transformation
coefficients by quantizers Q, in case of lossy compression,
or just passed to encoding probability estimators EPE, in
case of mathematically lossless compression. The outputs
of encoding probability estimators EPE are symbol
probabilities within the specified contexts, which are used
by entropy encoders EE, in order to produce an output
compressed signal in the output buffer OUT before
transmission or storage.
Fig. 2 is a block diagram of state-of-the-art twodimensional decoder, with N  3 levels of inverse twodimensional (I2D) subband transformers (I2DST),
applying two separate inverse one-dimensional subband
transformations (I1DST), horizontally along the rows and
vertically along the columns. Both D2DST and I2DST are
abbreviated as 2DST.
An input compressed signal is stored in the input buffer
IN and after that received by entropy decoders ED. The
outputs of entropy decoders ED are received by decoding
probability estimators DPE, in order to reconstruct the
symbol probabilities within the specified contexts, and
feed them back into entropy decoders ED.
The outputs of entropy decoders ED are also received
by dequantizers DQ, in order to produce dequantized
transformation coefficients, in case of lossy
decompression, or just passed to I1DST, in case of
mathematically lossless decompression. The output of last
I1DST is an output decompressed signal.
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Fig. 2. State-of-the-art two-dimensional decoder.
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same non-stationary filter serves as both a low-pass and
high-pass filter in subsequent cycles.
Fig. 5 is a block diagram of the direct non-stationary
filter for D1DST in two subsequent cycles. The input
samples x[n ] are received serially, one sample per cycle.
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H 0 ( z)

y 0 [ n]

n  2k

y[n]

x[n]

x1[n]

H1 ( z )

y1[n]

n  2k  1

Fig. 5. Novel direct one-dimensional subband
transformer in two subsequent cycles.

III. NOVEL NON-STATIONARY FILTER
The input samples x0 [n] with even indexes n are lowState-of-the-art one-dimensional subband transformer pass filtered without any need for downsampling by two,
used as a building block inside two-dimensional subband in order to produce output samples y [n] (1).
0
transformer provides low-pass filtering and the
downsampling by two, in the upper branch in Fig. 3, as y0[n]   1 x[n]  1 x[n  1]  3 x[n  2]  1 x[n  3]  1 x[n  4]
4
4
8
8
4
well as high-pass filtering followed by the downsampling

by two, in the lower branch in Fig. 3. Each second sample
The input samples x1 [n] with odd indexes n are highin both branches is discarded during this decimation, in
spite of memory and processing resources used for their pass filtered without any need for downsampling by two,
generation.
in order to produce output samples y1 [n] (2).
H 0 ( z)

2

H1 ( z )

2

y 0 [ n]

x[n]

y1[n]

1
1
x[n  1]  x[n  2]  x[n  3]
(2)
2
2
The transfer function of this filter is appropriate to the
5-tap/3-tap analysis (5/3) filter, disclosed in [21], which is
used for reversible DWT, providing perfect reconstruction
in JPEG2000 standard.
Fig. 6 is a block diagram of the inverse non-stationary
filter for I1DST in two subsequent cycles. The output
samples z[n ] are generated serially, one sample per cycle.
y1 [n]  

Fig. 3. State-of-the-art direct one-dimensional
subband transformer.
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Fig. 4. State-of-the-art inverse one-dimensional
subband transformer.
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Fig. 6. Novel inverse one-dimensional subband
transformer in two subsequent cycles.
The input samples y 0 [n] with even indexes n are
filtered without any need for upsampling by two, in order
to produce output samples z 0 [n] (3).

State-of-the-art I1DST provides the upsampling by two
and high-pass filtering, in the upper branch in Fig. 4, as
1
1
well as upsampling by two and low-pass filtering, in the
z 0 [n]   y[n  1]  y[n  2]  y[n  3]
(3)
lower branch in Fig. 4. Each second sample in both
4
4
branches is added during this interpolation, thus increasing
The input samples y1 [n] with odd indexes n are filtered
memory and processing resources used for their without any need for upsampling by two, in order to
generation.
produce output samples z1 [n] (4).
Novel D1DST and I1DST utilize these wasted memory
and processing resources for alternate generation of low- z1[n]   1 y[n]  1 y[n  1]  3 y[n  2]  1 y[n  3]  1 y[n  4]. 
8
2
4
2
8
pass and high-pass coefficients, which means that the
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The transfer function of this filter is different from the
5-tap/3-tap synthesis (5/3) filter, disclosed in [21], but also
provides perfect reconstruction, for both even index n (5)
and odd index n (6), without any final addition operation.
(5)
z0 [ n]  x0 [ n  4]
(6)
z1[ n]  x1[ n  4]
Multipliers in both direct and inverse non-stationary
filters disclosed in this paper can be made either as
software shifters or as permanently shifted hardware
connections between output and input bit lines, thus
removing any necessity for hardware multipliers (Fig. 7).
Transfer functions of novel direct and inverse onedimensional subband transformers are provided in Figs. 8
and 9, respectively.
It is also possible to implement special non-stationary
filter coefficients near image boundaries, instead of
symmetric extension of input pixels at image boundaries,
which is a well known solution, often used in practical
embodiments of subband transformers.
IV. CONCLUSION
The realization of direct and inverse non-stationary
filters is four times simpler than the realization of the
equivalent direct and inverse convolution filters, and twice

simpler than the realization of the equivalent direct and
inverse lifting filters.
Both direct and inverse non-stationary filters provide
alternate low-pass and high-pass filtered samples at its
output, with even and odd sample indexes, respectively.
The same filter components are reused for both direct
low-pass and high-pass subband filtering, as well as
inherent downsampling, thus minimizing memory and
processing hardware resources necessary for encoding.
The same filter components are reused for both inverse
low-pass and high-pass subband filtering, as well as
inherent upsampling, thus minimizing memory and
processing hardware resources necessary for decoding.
This solution is compatible with all general purpose
microprocessors and digital signal processors, since it does
not require any multiplication or division instructions, due
to all filter coefficients being the power of two. At the
same time, the cache utilization is minimized, thus
additionally accelerating the executions speed.
The output of direct filters is easily demultiplexed in the
next level, while the input of inverse filters is easily
multiplexed by the previous level.
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Fig. 7. Novel direct (a) and inverse (b) one-dimensional subband transformer.
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transfer functions of novel direct
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